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Establish performance measures/standards and decision tools that will incorporate Complete Streets.

### Action CS7.1
Work with DTS to adopt transportation quality and level of service metrics that reflect the development of a walkable, multimodal transportation network.

## Strategy CS8
Reallocation of street space to better move people and activate KCDD pedestrian spaces.

## Strategy CS9
Strategically convert key multimodal streets from one-way to two-way operation.

## Strategy CS10
Redesign and operate intersections to accommodate all modes and reduce conflicts.

### Action CS10.1
Design intersections to be compact and limited in complexity, where possible.

### Action CS10.2
Ensure crossings throughout the KCDD are as short, direct, and level as possible.

### Action CS10.3
Apply principles of universal design to ensure street environments and junctures are legibly and comfortably designed for pedestrians of all ages and abilities.

### Chapter Seven: HART Stations & Access

#### Strategy SA1
Ensure high-quality pedestrian access to transit stations.

#### Strategy SA3
Provide bicycle connectivity and storage.

#### Strategy SA4
Provide for and manage vehicle access to transit stations.

#### Strategy SA5
Ensure clear wayfinding in the station area.

#### Strategy SA6
Provide for universal access to transit stations.

#### Strategy SA7
Implement actions specific to the Kaka`ako Station.

### Action SA7.1
Increase building setbacks along Ward Avenue to ensure sufficient sidewalk widths as redevelopment occurs.

### Action SA7.2
Design waiting areas and station plazas to safely accommodate potential crush loads during peak periods of travel and before and large events.

### Action SA7.3
Introduce pedestrian countdown signals at all signalized intersections along Ward Avenue.

### Action SA7.4
Install a signalized crossing with countdown signal heads on the mauka side of the intersection of Ward Avenue and Halekauwila Street.

### Action SA7.5
Enhance the pedestrian crossing at the intersection of Ward Avenue and Ilaniwai Street.

### Action SA7.6
Provide new direct pedestrian connections from the Ward Neighborhood Master Plan’s Central Plaza to the station.

### Action SA7.7
Minimize pedestrian and vehicle conflicts at ingress and egress points to the bus and kiss-and-ride turnaround facility.

### Action SA7.8
Integrate a bike share station into the Kaka`ako station design, and provide space for expansion.

### Action SA7.9
Provide high quality separated bike facilities connecting to the station on Ward Avenue and Halekauwila Street.

### Action SA7.10
Provide high-quality shared bike facilities on Queen and Auahi Streets.

### Action SA7.11
Increase supply of short- and long-term station bicycle parking at Kaka`ako Station.
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